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Liberal Senator for South Australia

25 February 2013

lvlr Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
PULLENVALE QLD 4069

Deaf Mr Roberts

Thank you for your Jetter of 4 Feb.uary and enclosed review documents regarding clirnate
science and climate action policies.

As I am sure you are aware, the Coalit ion has made repealing the carbon tax our first

order of business in government. In the meantime, please rest assured we wil l continue to

take every opportunity to fight Labor's carbon tax and highlight its fail ings and resulting
hafm.

Julia Gil lard's backfl ip on her 'no carbon tax' election promise of 2010 was not only a

massive breach oi trust with the Australian people but also, by Labor's own admission, bad
policy Labor actually agrees with the Coa it ion that a carbon tax s not the best way to
tackle the stated threats of climate change - even Penny Wong as Climate Change
l\i l inister said 'A carbon tax does not guarantee emissions reductions."

As you wil l also be aware, including ffom past correspondence, the Coalit ion is committed
to responsibLe action on climate change. Unlike Labor, the Coalit ion has a clear policy that
provides jncentives to abate carbon and meet Ausiralia's emissions reduction targets in the
most efficient way possible, by targeting change where change can occuf and, importantly,
not through jncreases in electricity prices. You can read more about our Direct Action Plan
at http:// l iberal.orq.au/issues/envifonment.

While our Direci Action Plan policy measures would reduce Australia's ca|bon footprint, I
also hope ihat those who question or reject out-of-hand the noiion of human-induced
warming would nevertheless be supportive of direct actions with demonstrable 'win win'
benefits, for example to soil quality and agricultural production.
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The debate on matters of science is, I believe, one best left for scientists, not politicians,

although I welcome those such as yourself who take the time to follow the issues closely.
The views of most engaged in the clirnate science debate have been vigorously
challenged by others with climate science expertise. lvlany argue theif research is as
conclusive as others would suggest that contrary research is.

More detailed Coalit ion policies, including as they relate to the Renewable Energy Target,
wil l of cource be released in advance of the coming election.

I hope this information is of some assistance to you, and thank you again fof taking the time
to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Simon Birmingham
Shadow Parliamentary Secretary {or the Environment


